RHYMERS  OF  OUR YOUTH
fled to Ireland—a country from which he only issued,
as  it were,   a  changeling—but what should  Mr.  Le
Gallienne do in America?    Fifteen years ago he could
scarcely   have   imagined  a  less   congenial   soil.    How
should he sing the Lord's song in a strange land?    Mr.
Ernest  Rhys  is  busy  editing learned  classics  for  the
million, and only too seldom strings his Celtic lyre to
music.     Mr.   Arthur   Symons   is   unhappily   ill.    The
deaths   of  Lionel   Johnson   and   Ernest   Dowson   are
bitterly fresh in the memory.    All the little company
is scattered, and Mr. Le Gallienne's reappearance from
under  the   old  Bodley  bust  seems  like  some  strange
survival   of   forgotten   associations.    No   reviewer   of
sensibility who remembers the age of the Rhymers and
the youth of The  Yellow Book will open this inviting
volume without a touch of sentiment.    Of course, they
had their weaknesses and afFectations, these Rhymers of
our youth.    They were none 'of them above riding their
Pegasus   through   the   public  streets,   and   some   even
assumed   a  Viking  air  of   conquest in   flowing  locks
and wide gesticulations.    But, after all, they did care.
They did  care very much for poetry, and there was
something infectious about their enthusiasm, for they
made   other   people   care   as   well.    "Publishers   and
sinners", as Mr. Nevinson likes to call them, were not
afraid to look at verse in those days; literary editors were
not sparing of space for their reviewing.    In those days
page three of the Daily Chronicle glittered every week
with the  discovery of genius.    Does  anyone  care so
much  for   poetry   now?    Perhaps,   somewhere   hidden
away in provincial "literary societies", there are young
hearts as ready to scorn delights and live laborious days
in the hope of handing on the fire; but one does not
hear of them.    They do not take the public eye.    For
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